
Imagining New Climate Narratives
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INTRODUCTION/ 
THE POWER OF STORY

We humans are 22 times more likely to remember a 
story than any other communication1. They weave 
through our neurology – we are hardwired to enjoy 
telling and hearing them2.Society is so story-saturated 
it can be near impossible to see where reality starts 
and the story ends – or if they are different things  
at all. Arguably, stories are so all-pervasive and  
all-persuasive over humanity we should be named 
‘homo-narrans’3 – the story-telling ape.

We are  
made of stories
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This proverb has been proven true many times over. When, in 
the midst of the Civil War, Abraham Lincoln met author Harriet 
Beecher Stowe, he famously quipped, “So, you’re the little 
woman who wrote the book that made this great war.”4   
That wasn’t hyperbole; Uncle Tom’s Cabin was the best-selling 
novel of the 19th century5, providing narrative scaffolding for 
abolition movements. We should also remember that Adolf 
Hitler often spoke of his Rienzi epiphany, the book that changed 
his destiny. He claimed reading a novel about a heroic Roman 
tribune called Rienzi was “where it all began.”6

This power is unmatched for one simple reason – humans 
believe stories. Specifically, we believe anecdotes over evidence7. 
Just for a moment, reflect on that. Even with all our post-
Enlightenment critical thinking, compulsory education, science 
so advanced we can stare into the black hole of another galaxy…

In a fight between a story and a fact, the story will win.

S T O R Y T E L L E R S
R U L E  

T H E  W O R L D
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T H A T  P O W E R  I S 
U N M A T C H E D  F O R 

O N E  S I M P L E  R E A S O N 
–  H U M A N S  B E L I E V E 

S T O R I E S .



Climate 
change is  
a story

Our climate destiny won’t be decided in 
boardrooms, or parliaments, in the financial 
markets, or even on the streets. It will be decided 
in the story which we, humanity, tells ourselves, 
about ourselves.

Why? Because everything else is essentially 
settled. We know the old structures and systems 
for a fossil-fuelled over-consumption economy 
must end. We also know, in detail, the renewable 
energy systems and sustainable lifestyles required 
of us. The necessary economics, politics, and 
even the technologies are increasingly clear. The 
science has been screamingly obvious for decades.

Today, we’re just missing the right story.  
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In 2022, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) – aka the world’s top climate scientists – recognised that 
“socio-cultural and lifestyle changes can accelerate climate 
change mitigation”8. In the careful logic of science, they call for 
the wild magic of stories to weave a world of solutions;

Narratives enable people to imagine and make sense 
of the future through processes of interpretation, 
understanding, communication and social interaction9. 

 
The need is great. Today, 56% of young people now think their 
world is doomed10. This is hardly surprising when people all 
around the world say they hear more about the negative impacts 
of climate change than about progress11. If we continue with 
the same old messages, the same old ‘narrative frames’, then 
we will keep losing the climate fight. With CO2 at 422 parts 
per million12, warming at 1.16 degrees celcius higher than pre-
industrial levels13 (under 1.5°C is barely safe) does anyone want 
to argue that we’re winning?

Scientists  
for stories
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Storytellers 
needed
The ask of storytellers is magnificently epic. Climate change is 
complex, and the solutions are many. After decades of reading, 
creating and watching climate fiction (including parables about 
climate change) we’ve identified the most popular and most 
promising climate narrative frames. On the pages that follow, 
we’ll unpack the most dominant story arcs, as well as some that 
are less frequently employed, but have great untapped potential 
to draw audiences, readers and followers. 

These climate story frames are offered in the spirit of creative 
collaboration to provoke, stimulate, and inspire writers, 
developers, authors, producers, creators, publishers, platforms, 
commissioners, and funders of stories with the aim of sparking 
new thinking, new characters and new stories. So that together, 
we can broaden the cultural response to climate change and 
speed up climate action.

Because this is the greatest story we’ll ever get to tell. 
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For decades, most messages shared by progressive forces have 
been a repeat; every communication merely a more urgent, more 
anxious, version of previous messages.

An ad nauseum echo of: climate change is real, we caused it,  
the consequences are catastrophic.

But people don’t hear messages; in these wonderfully mysterious 
minds of ours, every piece of information must meld into a 
mythos. What we climate communicators didn’t appreciate 
is that people had a pre-programmed story ‘slot’ that our 
repeated climate message slid into – generating an ubiquitous 
‘overstory’ of climate change that the scientists, activists and 
communicators never intended.

All our fact-based rational information has generated a 
mythological dogma. This omnipresent meta-narrative of 
climate change is an old one. The source-myth was laid down 
before climate change was even known, before the industrial 
revolution, before modern science. 

One story to 
rule them all

INTRODUCTION/ 
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It’s an age-old morality tale: man makes monster, then 
monster destroys man. From the ancient golem of Judaic 
tradition rampaging against its master, to the monster killing 
Dr Frankenstein or nuclear testing unleashing Godzilla. This 
‘earned dystopia’ tale is one of the basic plots programmed 
into us from early human history – an unstoppable narrative 
necessity that the consequence of hubris is death.  
The inevitability of this story runs through modern 
storytelling on climate – from The Day After Tomorrow 
to Don’t Look Up – most of us die at the end. Millions of 
nihilistically witty memes flood social media with this story – 
human beings have been bad, so we deserve a bad end.

T H E  F R A N K E N S T E I N  S T O R Y
This earned-dystopia story is everywhere. It’s ancient, 
enthralling and even satisfying in its morality. Its narrative 
necessity is creeping into discourse and beliefs about climate 
change. Even if we’re terrified, rageful and grief-stricken 
by the horrific impacts of climate change, those impacts 
constantly reinforce the story. Humans hate an unfinished 
narrative, and unless storytellers introduce a plot twist soon, 
the collective unconscious of humanity will stumble onwards 
to the necessity of this morality tale’s conclusion. 

Earned Dystopia

STORY FRAME 1/10



F R A N K E N S T E I N



Fighting 
Frankenstein

There are three stories prevalent today in 
pop culture, media and online that serve as 
answers to the climate doom narrative. These 
‘solutions’ story frames are becoming familiar 
in everything from how journalists frame 
stories to which memes trend. 

They are youth mutiny, techno saviour, and 
global awakening. 
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Suzanne Collins’ Hunger Games trilogy is the 
most important climate story in this generation – 
despite being a parable. It’s no surprise that bold, 
brave and uncompromising young women lead 
our climate movement. Because so many read 
or watched Hunger Games at an impressionable 
age, this story became a blueprint (arguably, one 
that was previously missing) of young female 
leadership against the monsters of exploitation 
and oppression. The story frame has become 
so familiar that the image of a girl holding a 
placard equals climate in media reports. This is 
a positive story and we are grateful for our army 
of Katnisses. Of course, this story frame is now 
self-sustaining and generative far beyond the 
original spark. From Greta to Vanessa, the girls 
are enriching and expanding their own stories  
of defiance and demands. 

H U N G E R 
G A M E S

Youth Mutiny

STORY FRAME 2/10
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While Elon Musk may have fallen from grace as 
climate saviour, another one will be along in a 
minute. The narrative frame of ‘techno-solutionism’ 
is constantly reinforced in pop culture, from Tony 
Stark to Big Hero 6. The media lionises both the 
technological solutions and the (usually white-
Stanford-man) inventors in news articles every 
week. The narrative of a techno-bro saviour for 
climate is so common as to be hackneyed. It plays 
on science fiction tropes and real-world stereotypes. 
Worryingly, this story can breed complacency 
and distract attention, and money, from other 
solutions. At worst, the techno-saviour story could 
justify dangerous geo-engineering projects or 
waste millions on unproven carbon capture plants. 
Everyone loves a quick-fix, jargon-laden, and shiny 
solution. But climate needs more than new kit. 

I R O N 
M A N
Techno Savior

STORY FRAME 3/10
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The third major solutions narrative is one of 
‘awakening’ and values change. In this story, people 
discard the over-consumption and exploitation 
of climate-destroying capitalism – founding 
new lifestyles based on regenerative values and 
collectivism. Downsizing, soaring interest in 
Indigenous worldviews, even the mindset change 
generated by therapeutic use of psychedelics – all 
contribute to this story. For many, this story is a 
reincarnation of ‘hippy’ culture, but for younger 
generations it’s a revelation all of their own.

These three alternatives to the doom narrative are 
woven into public consciousness. Yet, each only 
appeals to or interests particular groups. We urgently 
need a wider tapestry of climate stories.

E A T
P R A Y
L O V E

Global Awakening

STORY FRAME 4/10
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To create a culture of solutions, we must 
flip the script – and the tenor of our climate 
narratives. 

From fear and terror to hope. From anger 
and rage to purpose. From grief to awe. From 
confusion to confidence. From guilt to pride. 
From apathy to motivation. From frustration 
to clarity. From defiance to desire. From 
hostility to belonging. From boredom to 
excitement. From mistrust to openness.  
From exhaustion to energy.

From logic to magic. Allowing the richness of 
our emotional landscape to shape stories for 
every demographic. 

Stories can make the complex, slow-moving 
climate crisis feel personal, local, relatable, 
and solvable – shifting the culture of climate 
from issue-based to action-based.

These can also be good stories. They MUST be 
great stories.

People created climate change, and people will 
solve it.  

This story is intimately, and truly, a human 
one. Not a story of polar bears, but of people. 
Changing everything will take everyone. We 
NEED everyone. But not everyone is welcome 
in the climate story right now. 

The way to reach new audiences and motivate 
mass action is by speaking  to our values 
– going with the flow of  cultural values, 
not against them. By understanding what 
audiences care about most, and tailoring 
messages accordingly, we can ensure we’re 
telling stories that resonate and motivate across 
belief and political spectrums.

To create a cultural tipping point on climate, 
we need stories that break the doom loop, get 
out of the green bubble and show the benefits 
of climate action.

Some seedling stories are emerging:

P L O T  
T W I S T
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Futerra is asked for a positive ‘vision’ of climate 
action every week. They do exist – in IPCC reports, 
in carefully plotted new economics, even in 
creative visions.  So, why haven’t they taken the 
world by storm? Because they are too clean. Most 
positive visions generated by environmentalists 
look like if Stepford Wives did sustainability – they 
are sexless, boring, hermetically sealed shells. 
Instead, we need messy visions, emotionally 
intense stories set in believable futures, worlds 
with jeopardy, excitement, and a reason to want to 
go there. Science fiction storytellers are the world-
weavers and can generate those desirable, and 
messily real places.

F U T U R A M A
Messy Utopias

STORY FRAME 5/10
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Finding new stories to help us navigate new 
problems is creatively satisfying and much needed. 
But is climate change a new problem, or merely 
the most recent manifestation of a disconnection 
between people and nature? Across the world, 
indigenous, traditional, and generational 
narratives hold the secret to healing that division. 

Try googling the Greenlandic Mother of the Sea, 
the Menominee Legend of Spirit Rock, and the 
Enchanted Lakes of the Amazon. Read Tyson 
Yunkaporta’s Sand Talk. Without committing story 
piracy, how can we all uplift (and recompense) 
indigenous storytellers with the story frames so 
desperately needed today?

S A N D
T A L K

Indigeonous & Traditional 
Story as Guide

STORY FRAME 6/10
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Living sustainably isn’t yet normal (however much 
we think it should be). But many other things also 
weren’t normal once – divorce, designated drivers, 
women in the workplace, equal marriage etc. 
Stories, especially gentle sit-coms, have already 
normalised so many ways of living. There’s deep 
psychology of salience and social proof under those 
stories. Because liking Will from Will and Grace or 
laughing along with Mitch and Cam’s love story in 
Modern Family changes more than any policy or 
march could. Humanising climate action, with a bit 
of gentle comedy, could be beautifully subversive. 
Where’s our climate solutions sit-com?

M O D E R N
F A M I L Y

Normalising  
Sustainable Activity

STORY FRAME 7/10
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Jane Austin loses interest in her heroines the moment 
they are married, because the journey was the romance. 
We need to sell the adventure of reaching a sustainable, 
equitable and regenerative future. The ‘journey’ narrative-
frame gifts us unexpected allies, inciting incidents, 
setbacks, and compelling races against time. If the climate 
story isn’t a vision, then it’s an adventure. Solving climate 
requires change, upheaval, and conflict, including within 
our own hearts. Stories of re-world-building can be epics, 
and people finding their strength to fight climate change 
can be moving.  Sell the journey, because that’s what this 
generation will live through anyway. 

L O R D
of the

R I N G S
Action as Adventure  

and Community

STORY FRAME 8/10
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There are millions of fascinating, funny, crazy, brave 
and wonderful people fighting uphill battles to save 
the world. From climate justice warriors to lifestyle 
gurus. We have millions of those anecdotes that people 
believe more than facts. Rather than lionising the 
techno-bros, how about the soccer moms taking on big 
coal, or the First Nations saving the river? Tell their 
real stories and fictionalise them with beautiful talent 
for a bigger audience – we need more people to model.

These are just a few small seeds of stories, pinpoints 
of light in the gloom and doom. Every single human 
is a storyteller, with around 65% of our conversations 
being anecdotes14. If you’re a professional storyteller, 
create something that generations to come will be 
grateful for. But anyone who has read this can change 
their story.

E R I N
 B R O C K - 

O V I C H
Character-led  

Climate Action

STORY FRAME 9/10
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F R A N K E N S T E I N

H U N G E R  
G A M E S

F U T U R A M A E R I N
B R O C K O V I C H

L O R D  O F
T H E  R I N G S

M O D E R N 
F A M I L Y

S A N D
T A L K

I R O N 
M A N

E A T  P R A Y
L O V E

Today’s dominant overstory:

Earned Dystopia

Youth Mutiny

Messy Utopias
Character-led  
climate action

Action as adventure 
and community

Normalising 
sustainable activity

Indigeonous &  
traditional story as guide

Techno Savior Global Awakening

Three stories against doom:

New narratives to reach new audiences:



A  T H O U S A N D  A N D 
O N E  C L I M A T E  S T O R I E S
The women laughed behind their veils at King Shahryar as tales of his 
wife’s infidelity spread. In fury, he ordered his Vizier to bring him a new 
virgin every morning, to be wed in pomp in sunlight, bedded at sunset, 
and then beheaded at dawn.

Hundreds of girls suffered their marriage bed and deathbed as one. No 
more laughter dogged his steps, as every woman hid from his eyes.

When the sweet young girl Dunyazad was picked by the Vizier as the 
King’s next doomed bride, her elder sister fell at his feet, begging to be 
taken in her sister’s stead. The Vizier shrugged, what matter if he took 
the elder girl today, for she would die in the morning, and he could then 
return for the younger.
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At sunrise, Scheherazade was wed to King Shahryar. Usually, the 
condemned girls spent the day weeping, praying, and begging not to 
face the next morning’s axe. But Scheherazade yawned, stretched, and 
turned to the King, “So, how shall we spend the tedious long day and 
night, my husband? Perhaps I could tell you a story, to pass the time?”

None of the other virgins had wished to speed their beheading, so 
the King was intrigued. Rather than ride off hunting, he waved for 
Scheherazade to begin a tale…

You know this story, the thousand and one nights that Scheherazade 
wove tales so enthralling that she kept her head.

We must all become a Scheherazade for climate.

Together, weaving thousands of stories, so compelling and 
transformational that perhaps, we just might keep our future too.
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About Futerra
Futerra works to make the Anthropocene awesome.  
We combine in-depth sustainability knowledge and 
breakthrough creativity. We call that the logic and the magic. 

Back in 2004, Futerra’s evidence base for attitudinal 
change helped to shape the UK Government’s first climate 
change communication strategy. In 2018, we partnered 
with BAFTA to co-author Planet Placement, a resource for 
the film & television industry to promote environmental 
sustainability through content.

Today, Futerra works with the entertainment industry, 
creator platforms, cultural organisations and storytellers to 
flip the script on climate change. From story ideation and 
script consultancy to creator training and brand messages – 
we make stories that matter.

https://www.wearefuterra.com
https://www.wearefuterra.com/thinks/the-rules-of-the-game-and-new-rules-new-game
https://www.wearefuterra.com/thinks/the-rules-of-the-game-and-new-rules-new-game
https://futerra-assets.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/PlanetPlacement_Downloadable-Guide.pdf


BIAS DISCLOSURE 

The authors of this report acknowledge our cultural biases and therefore the non-
universality of our insights. As much as we have tried to incorporate work and a 
diversity of imagination from across the globe, these climate narrative frames are 
still from a very limited cultural/geographical perspective and a small scope of 
lived experience. All authors attended tertiary education, all have English as a first 
language, all would be considered ‘higher income’ within their country. We are 
eager to see edits, builds and alternatives to these narratives, embedded with wider 
and unique insights, lived experience and cultural perspectives. We will actively 
seek ways to include (and compensate) insights from identities and experiences 
different to our own.  

Futerra now includes bias disclosures in all our research and reports. Too often, research 
and insights are presented as universal, objective and definitive. Opinion is not universal, 
and users of our work deserve to understand our limitations.  
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